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(Less Stress) More Wellness
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Body

 The FIVE MINUTE JOURNAL: a wellness must 
One of life’s biggest secrets is the importance of self awareness and living with intention. When you start to become conscious of what goes on…
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Soul

 Vibrate HIGHER daily by Lalah Delia 
I first discovered Lalah Delia thanks to her meditations on the Insight Timer meditation app. I loved her meditations so much and found them so…
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Recipes

 Gluten free PEANUT BUTTER cookies 
I have a confession: I get very specific cravings (usually around THAT time of the month).  A couple of weeks ago, it was peanut butter…
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 VEGAN CHICKPEA “tuna” salad recipe 
One of the key strategies to eat healthy is to meal prep and plan your meals for the week. To make sure that you have…
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Body

 On my wellness wish list 
Whether you’re a full on wellness warrior that works out every day or you just go to a yoga class from time to time, it’s…
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Recipes

 Low sugar STRAWBERRY RHUBARB crumble 
I love a good low sugar dessert and even more so when they are made with fresh fruit that I’ve picked myself. It’s rhubarb season…




Daily doses of inspiration
Follow me on Instagram or Facebook where I share daily doses of inspiration (check out my stories!) to create a life with less stress and more wellness.
 redfairyproject
↡ Helping you master a 
 PEACEFUL MIND / HEALTHY BODY & HAPPY SOUL
 ↡ Certified yoga teacher & meditation coach
 ↡ Mindful living, wellbeing & self love

  
 
 
  Happiness is a choice. Inner peace is a choice. Le     

  A meditation to release fear and judgment 🙏🏻   

  Let’s show ourselves and others grace this week.     

  Weekends are for pressing the reset button and rem  

  A MEDITATION for when you’re FEELING FRAZZLED   

  You have the power to decide how much peace you ex     

  Slow Sundays are for tending to our soul. For reco     

  March 1 > A new month, a blank slate. A beautiful      
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Come a little closer...
I consider myself a spiritual girl living in the material world meaning that I have both feet on the ground and deal with life’s daily challenges like everyone else but I’ve found tools to take on those challenges in a peaceful way. I created this blog to share these “strategies” but also to have a place to find inspiration on the daily whether that’s an easy healthy recipe, a resource to get me out of a slump or a quote to guide me during a more difficult moment.
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